Progress report

I’m pleased to report that all Contract Areas in Phase 1 of the Nobleton Sanitary Sewer Project are in progress or have been completed. While there have been some delays in individual Contract Areas, the overall project is on schedule and Phase 1 is anticipated to wrap up in summer 2014.

Compliance with hooking up to the new sewer system continues to be good: by mid September, more than 53 per cent of Nobleton’s residents who have sewer services available have connected to the system.

However, there are still some homeowners whose deadlines to connect have passed, and residents are reminded that connection to the sanitary sewer system is required within one year of the sewers being installed in their neighbourhood. The Township will be following up with homeowners whose deadlines are past due.

We encourage you to contact us if you have any questions. You may call the Project Phone Line at 905-833-4073 or e-mail nobletonsewers@king.ca. We’ll respond within one business day.

Rob Flindall, P. Eng.
Director of Engineering and Public Works

Construction update

- Sewer construction work in Contract Area 7A is still in progress. Construction has taken longer than originally anticipated, and we thank you for your continued cooperation and patience. We are now working toward an anticipated completion date of the end of 2013. TMIG is the contract administrator supervising this construction work.

- Contract Area 7C is underway, with work being done by York Region. This work, including watermain upgrades, is expected to be completed by the end of 2013. First Nations Engineering is the contract administrator supervising this construction work.

- Construction continues in Contract Areas 5, 6, and 7B and underground work is expected to be complete in summer 2014. Ainley Group is the contract administrator supervising this construction work.

MEDICAL/TRANSPORTATION NEEDS?

Anyone with special transportation or medical needs, such as those receiving home-based care, are asked to please notify the Township by calling the Project Phone Line at 905-833-4073.
We Welcome Your Questions

During the course of construction in Phase 1 of the Nobleton Sanitary Sewer project, many property owners have taken advantage of the Project Phone Line and email to get their questions answered, and we welcome any questions you may have for the remainder of the project.

Please call 905-833-4073 or send us an email at nobletonsewers@king.ca and leave a detailed message. We’ll respond within one business day.

For urgent enquiries while construction work is being done on your street, please contact:

- **Contract Areas 5, 6, and 7B, Ainley Group, Sean McKenzie, 905-751-8636**
- **Contract Area 7A, TMIG, Pat Craig, 905-833-4067**
- **Contract Area 7C, First Nations Engineering, Tom Johnson, 519-209-1237**
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**RECENT CALLS:**

**WHEN WILL MY STREET BE AFFECTED?**

Several property owners have called wanting to know the specific date when construction will begin on their street. While the Township wants to be as helpful as possible, we do not know this level of detail until almost immediately before the date construction begins.

We do provide our best estimate for when construction will start in your Contract Area. However, there are sometimes construction delays caused by weather, equipment breakdowns, or challenges unknown until excavation begins.

When the construction crew arrives, the actual sewer work is preceded by two days of preparation, when equipment is moved in, and rough layouts of the sewer design are done.

**IS MY AREA SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION?**

We receive frequent calls asking if a particular road or address is included in the sanitary sewer project. Many times, the call is about an area not included in Phase 1 of the project.

The Township would like to remind residents that Phase 2 of the project must still be approved by Council. There is no plan or scheduled timeframe for Phase 2 to take place. Please visit www.king.ca for a more detailed map and to locate the streets identified as Phase 2.